Glenn A. Scott’s Voices from the Dust and
Book of Mormon Lands Map
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irst published in 1996 and now in its third edition (2002), Voices from the
Dust: New Light on an Ancient American Record by Glenn A. Scott, Jr., is a
comprehensive work synthesizing Book of Mormon history with both Old World
and New World evidences from recognized authorities. As a companion to his
book, Glenn’s Book of Mormon Lands is a generous 24” x 36” map.

A physiographic map by
Glenn A. Scott with lands
depicted in color. Used by
permission.

Glenn brings a long and unique background to the development of both the
book and map. After graduating from
Graceland College in 1939, he first began
teaching The Book of Mormon on a shared
basis, leading to a life-long devotion
sharing his expanding knowledge that has
now reached nearly 70 years. He celebrates
his 90th birthday in August and continues
to conduct a Sunday morning adult class

using his book as the text.
The book and map bring together
not only Glenn’s years of teaching The
Book of Mormon, but a degree in Mesoamerican archaeology (the field is actually anthropology) achieved after the
completion of his career first in advertising and then engineering/construction.
After retiring in 1982, he enrolled at the
University of Kansas in 1985, graduating

in 1990. His art skills have contributed to
his ability to do the map cartography, as
well as illustrations in his book. Many of
his drawings have also appeared in numerous articles in glyph notes and The Witness. Glenn serves as Vice-President of PSI
and has served on the board of The Book
of Mormon Roundtable.
Book of Mormon Lands, set in Mesoamerica, is a physiographic map which
means the physical features on the land
are depicted by markings for mountains,
hills, and plains, as well as alluvial areas
which were underwater or saturated and
unoccupied before AD 34. These features
are achieved by using contour markings
for mountains and hills in a light green.
The bright colors marking the major Book
of Mormon lands, which provide instant
recognition of the extent and boundaries
of each, set this map apart.
The use of symbols, before and after AD
385, allows quick, at-a-glance identification
of major and minor sites. While most cities
and lands on the map are Book of Mormon

in origin, a few archaeological sites are also
included.
Scott’s hardback book of 248 pages
includes a 16-page section of full-color
plates and features a two-page spread map
of Book of Mormon lands similar to the
larger map. Profusely illustrated with black
and white photos as well as drawings, Glenn
explains that the “text includes explanatory
commentary, arranged chronologically,
and written in easy to read conversational
language ...with evidence from recognized
authorities in such widely diverse fields
as anthropology, archaeology, epigraphy,
ethnology, genetics, geography, history,
and linguistics” (p. 1b).
Glenn hopes “that this book will motivate you to read The Book of Mormon
itself, because only in the complete original (with its Hebrew syntax and quaint
idioms), can you fully appreciate the sweep
and adventure, the wisdom and inspiration, found in that remarkable ancient record!”

Louis E. Hills published
his first map of proposed
Book of Mormon lands
on April 6, 1917. His was
the first to designate the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec
as the Narrow Neck of
Land, as well as the
Usumacinta as River
Sidon.

